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Designed by masters, 
Built as masterpieces
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IN PURSUIT OF 
EXCELLENCE 

What is excellence? For us at YTL Land, it is a goal that sets no 
boundaries, because we see excellence as a constant journey of 
reaching unprecedented heights. 

There is no “finish-line”, just an infinite series of redefined 
benchmarks that persistently enhances our quality of life through 
inspired spaces and enriches our lifestyle experience via uniquely 
designed environments. 

In our industry, excellence is not simply defined by anticipating 
expectations and meeting needs, but by surpassing them in ways 
that bring meaningful positive change to how our communities 
interact, appreciate and engage with living and working spaces. 

We do this by challenging norms that tell us extraordinary form 
and exemplary function cannot share the same space, that the 
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vibrance of healthy sustainable surroundings cannot exist within 
urban confines, and that freedom and comfort of liveability 
are limited aspirations for those who want to enjoy the pulse 
of city living.   

Our pursuit of excellence inspires us to use vision, innovation 
and design to recognise no boundaries and no norms in our 
developments, so that you are inspired to imagine life without 
them. And when our efforts are recognised by a distinguished 
body of peers, as in the recent recognition we received from 
FIABCI-Malaysia for The Fennel at Sentul East, this only steels our 
desire to continue breaking boundaries and set new benchmarks. 

Ultimately, the truest measure of excellence will always be you, 
and the rewarding experience you enjoy in the exceptional spaces 
that we create. And on that front, we truly want you to experience 
nothing less than a masterpiece. 

More than anything, you are what drives us to pursue excellence 
in the first place.  

Dato’ (Dr) Yeoh Seok Kian 
Managing Director 
YTL Land & Development Berhad    
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INSPIRING
POSITIVE CHANGE 
WITH THE FENNEL
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As a developer, there is no reward more satisfying than watching 
a vision come to life to enhance the living experience of all those 
who now engage with that space.

Yet, there is also a great sense of satisfaction when the living 
and working environments we create are appreciated by a wider 
audience, and identified as exemplary endeavours worthy of 
recognition.

For YTL Land, awards hold significant meaning because we 
view them as accolades that represent hard-earned trust and 
a recognition of excellence by industry comrades. We embrace 
an award as a sign of affirmation; that our dedication to building 
masterpieces that make a valuable impact to every landscape 
and community we engage with, is being appreciated by more 
than just our property buyers. 

This is truly a gratifying experience for all who play a part in 
bringing our vision to life.



Innovative engineering and extraordinary geometric design 
combine to give The Fennel its stunning facade, which now stands 
as a beacon of change for the rapidly modernising Sentul skyline.
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It is in this spirit that we celebrate the recent recognition that 
The Fennel received from FIABCI-Malaysia at its prestigious 
Malaysia Property AwardTM 2021, as winner in the Residential 
(High Rise) Category. 

The Fennel is a landmark residential building in Sentul East, 
specifically envisioned to raise the profile of the Sentul landscape 
with four iconic residential towers to infuse new life and energy 
into a century-old railway town. As part of our rejuvenation plan 
for the entire Sentul community, The Fennel represents an 
elevated quality of life within a revitalised landscape of new 
commercial and residential architecture, repurposed heritage 
buildings and preserved natural greenery. 

Winning the Malaysia Property AwardTM 2021 reinforces our 
perspective that creative ideas, innovative design and benchmark 
lifestyle offerings can breathe new life into an existing landscape, 
revitalise a community and infuse fresh purpose into the built 
environment.

The Fennel reflects this perspective in dramatic fashion. 
Breaking away from the monotony of another linear structure 
in KL’s skyline, its façade is inspired by the imagery of soft 
billowing lalang, the robust weed that grew wild on the site. 
The result is an uncharacteristically iconic high-rise, where 
seductive movements of the grass are captured in the elegant 
profile of The Fennel that zig-zags upwards in architecturally 
unique form.  

Employing innovative engineering, the building transfers the 
vertical structure load diagonally, much like a Maxalto table 
stacked on top of one another, creating a geometric counter-
balance with overhangs on both sides. This creates a stunning 
façade that champions the idea that extraordinary form and 
function can attain unique synergy with a little inspired thinking.

However, The Fennel’s appeal is not limited to its inspired form. 
Also inspirational is the living environment housed within. 

Four 38-storey towers rising from a 5-storey carpark podium 
play host to 916 units that reflect the peak of modern urban living 
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standards, surrounded in an atmosphere of serene green spaces 
and rejuvenating leisure facilities. 

Offering spacious standard units of between 1,081sq ft and 
1,554sq ft, dual-key units of between 1,355sq ft and 1,690sq ft 
and luxurious penthouse units, every condominium unit is 
specifically designed to invite the surrounding atmosphere into 
the living space. 

Each unit offers access to a lanai area from the bedroom and 
living areas so that residents enjoy interaction with the open sky 
while also taking in breathtaking views of either the KL skyline to 
the distant Batu Caves greens or a vista of the vibrant Petronas 
Towers at KLCC. 

Glass lifts take you to the facilities podium on the fifth floor, where 
the panorama of the city skyline and lush tree tops continue to 
provide a picturesque backdrop. Here, the iconic towers, nestled 
in pairs, are connected by suspended Olympic-length salt-water 
swimming pools hovering above the majestic arrival courts of 
each pair of towers.

Also for the benefit of residents are two salt-water wading pools, 
two fully equipped gymnasiums, two cabanas, a children’s play 
area and multi-purpose rooms.

The Fennel’s appeal lies in more than its extraordinary form, it also 
captures the imagination with the inspiring living environment it offers. 
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The Fennel provides living space that not only satisfies a modern urban 
lifestyle, but fulfills the much-vaunted aspiration of being close to healthy 

green surroundings while enjoying the pulse of the city. 
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Throughout the entire development, nature makes its presence 
felt. With almost 40% of the site dedicated to open green areas 
and over 1,200 trees, The Fennel inspires a sustainable quality 
of life in the heart of the city. Among the key aspects that makes 
The Fennel noteworthy is its proposition of modern liveability. 
It provides living space that not only satisfies a modern urban 
lifestyle, but fulfills the much-vaunted aspiration of being close to 
healthy green surroundings while enjoying the pulse of the city. 

In addition to the colourful and rapidly evolving commercial 
landscape within Sentul, access to the beating heart of KL city 
and other major urban hotspots is a short drive away via 
Sentul Link, Duta-Segambut Highway and Duke Highway. 

More convenience comes in the form of two LRT stations, a KTM 
Komuter station and the upcoming Sentul West MRT station, 
which are all located in the vicinity of the address. 

Our aim was to create a unique lifestyle proposition at The Fennel, 
one that would not only set a benchmark for the quality of modern 
urban living, but also be a catalyst for positive transformation for 
the vibrant Sentul community. 

Winning in the Residential (High Rise) Category of the most 
recent edition of FIABCI-Malaysia awards is not only much-
appreciated recognition for our efforts, it also adds potent fuel 
to our fiery determination to bring more positive change to the 
Sentul landscape—not by reinventing it, but by reinspiring it.     

Nature makes its presence felt everywhere, with over 
40% of the site featuring landscaped greenery. 

Note: FIABCI is the French acronym for “Federation Internationale des Administrateurs de 
Bien-Conselis Immobiliers”, which means “The International Real Estate Federation”. 
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EXPLORING
SENTUL DEPOT

WITH GREATER EASE
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Discovering the very best Sentul Depot has to offer has just 
become easier, quicker and more exciting, thanks to our newly 
redesigned website.

We have categorised the website content under six new headers 
for improved navigation. Enhanced to provide a more user-
friendly and engaging experience for visitors, the information-
rich upgraded platform invites you to keep in touch with recent 
events and highlights, discover options and make enquiries about 
your own specially planned event, learn more about the historical 
workshops and explore the story behind the iconic railway site.

A premier entertainment and event destination today, knowing 
what makes Sentul Depot’s heritage so special will add exciting 
colour and context on your next visit, whether it be to enjoy a 
night out at Tiffin At The Yard, to attend an upcoming event, or 
to source for an exceptional venue for an event of your own.

The website now provides a more user-friendly 
and engaging experience for visitors. 
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Online visitors can also find out and view pictures of successful 
events hosted at the venue, and find out about the range of 
services Sentul Depot has to offer to make every occasion special 
and memorable. 

The website offers an interactive site map, showcasing specific 
details about leasable spaces, complete with a site directory to 
walk you through the site, while our YTL Land team is always 
on standby to respond to any enquiries you may have on your 
specific or unique space needs. With over 200,000sq ft of event 
space available for use, we can easily afford to be flexible!

With a dedicated section on the historical site, web surfers can 
immerse themselves in Sentul Depot’s storied past as a significant 
railway engineering hub in the colonial and post-colonial era. 
History nuggets of the depot’s rich history and heritage are for 
all to discover and enjoy.

Even if you’re visiting Sentul Depot for the first time, the website’s 
“Visit” section serves as a local guide for good eats and cultural 
landmarks. This section also offers a quick guide on directions 
and travel time from major landmarks in the Klang Valley, as 
well as convenient rail links connecting Sentul Depot to various 
locations throughout the city and beyond.

So do visit us at sentuldepot.com.my to begin your online journey. 
We look forward to sharing the Sentul Depot experience with you.
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ROLLS-ROYCE
BLACK BADGE GHOST 

UNVEILED AT
SENTUL DEPOT
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Guests at Sentul Depot in Sentul West truly got into the “spirit” 
of things in December last year, when Rolls-Royce Motor Cars 
Kuala Lumpur rolled out its new Black Badge Ghost model.

A legendary automobile brand renowned for its sleek, muscular, 
and yet refined designs, Sentul Depot was the perfect setting for 
the debut of the Black Badge Ghost, providing an industrial 
atmosphere within the timeless beauty of a heritage building.

Making the event fittingly dramatic, artistic use of lights 
accentuated raw and rustic exquisiteness of the backdrop, 
while highlighting the marriage of fierceness and elegance of 
Rolls-Royce’s latest automotive masterpiece.

Hosting both the media launch as well as exclusive previews for 
clients throughout the evening, guests were treated to a similar 
experience of rugged finesse, as they enjoyed classy hospitality 
in the ambience of Sentul Depot’s gritty colonial appeal.

Spanning from 3pm to 11pm, over two key sessions, the event 
at Workshop 3 offered the media and potential buyers an 
opportunity to get personal with the intricacies of the Black 
Badge Ghost. 

Sentul Depot was the perfect setting for the debut of the Black Badge Ghost, 
providing an industrial atmosphere within the timeless beauty of a heritage building.
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Throughout the event, guests enjoyed culinary delights catered 
by Tiffin At The Yard, which is conveniently located next to 
Workshop 3. A major “foodie” highlight at the vicinity, Tiffin 
At The Yard provides interesting F&B options for those hosting 
events at Sentul Depot, with its wide range of delectable delights 
that cater to various event needs.

The event evolved around the variety of spaces within the rustic 
industrial surroundings of Sentul Depot. Workshop 2B, Workshop 
5 and Workshop 6 were marvellous complements for photoshoots, 
that took advantage of various dramatic backdrops to highlight 
various design features of the car. 

The launch of the Rolls-Royce Black Badge Ghost is just one 
example of Sentul Depot’s diverse appeal as a landmark event 
destination. 

With six workshop settings offering a variety of settings to select 
from, Sentul Depot is a venue with myriad options for those 
seeking truly unique experiences for events. It has the capacity 
to host not only small private or corporate events within enclosed 
spaces but also the flexibility to combine spaces seamlessly in 
curating big-ticket events such as international concerts and 
fashion shows.

To find out more, 
visit www.sentuldepot.com.my or call +603 4041 0822.
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